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Abstract: X-ray Free Electron Lasers (XFELs) have opened a new avenue for structural discovery of the function and
dynamics of biomolecules. Processes in biology are highly dynamic and the study of their dynamics is one of the grand
challenges of Structural Biology as most structures determined so far only provide a static picture of the molecule. Serial
Femtosecond Crystallography (SFX) provides a novel concept for structure determination, where X-ray diffraction
“snapshots” are collected from a fully hydrated stream of nanocrystals, using femtosecond pulses from high energy Xray free-electron lasers (XFELs) [1-4]. The XFEL pulses are so strong that they destroy any solid material, but a
femtosecond is so short (1 fs =10 -15 s) that X-ray damage is diminished and diffraction from the crystals is observed
before destruction takes effect [3]. Structural Biology with X-ray Free electron lasers allows data collection at near
physiological conditions at room temperature thereby opening new avenues for the study of medical important
proteins that could enhance structure-based drug design with SFX studies of medical important proteins. XFELs also
open new avenues to determine molecular snapshots of biomolecules “in action” [6-10]. The talk will include a
discussion on new avenues to study the dynamics of enzymes and receptors, which may play an important role in
development of new drugs against infectious diseases and cancer. The talk will close with a prospective of the
development of compact femto and attosecond X-ray Sources at ASU (CXLS and CXFEL) [11] and at DESY (AXSIS) [12],
which are highly synergistic to large XFELs and will in the future provide new opportunities to study the ultrafast
dynamics of reactions with a combination of X-ray diffraction, X-ray spectroscopy and ultrafast optical spectroscopy.
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